Case Study

Excel Industries Mows Down Parts
Information Inaccuracy With Documoto

power equipment products for turf and mowing for over

The Problem

50 years. Their initial product “The Hustler” was the first

“We were dependent on our previous provider to make

zero-turn mower, which changed the game for efficiency

changes to our parts books and manuals for us,” said Bri-

in cutting lawns, due to its ability to turn 180 degrees at

an Becker, Digital Service Parts System Analyst at Excel

the end of a mowing row.

Industries. “We would have to send them the changes,

That was just the start for the company that now sells
residential and commercial mowers across the globe. In

and it was a five or six month process for things to go live
to our dealers.”

addition to manufacturing high-quality products, Excel

Excel’s dealers and distributors couldn’t be sure they

Industries strives to provide a quality owner experience.

were going to get the right part or accessory, which dam-

Their dealer network of more than 1,600 U.S. dealers

aged the trust between the company and their network.

and 30 distributors worldwide works tirelessly to answer

“The way our parts catalog system was working before

questions and provide expert service to every customer.

Documoto was hurting our reputation,” said Becker. “If a

Accurate parts lookup and ordering for dealers is para-

dealer ordered the wrong part, that made repair time for

mount to Excel’s customer service, and thanks to Docu-

their customers take longer. It not only made their cus-

moto, they’re now able to provide real-time information

tomers angry, but it made them angry with us. So, parts

to their parts dealer network around the world.

information accuracy is huge for us to protect and build a
world-class brand.”
The incorrect parts data also began impacting Excel’s
costs and bottom line.
“There’s one instance from a few years ago that really
sticks out to me,” said Becker. “We had a popular, and
expensive, transmission that was labeled wrong in our
parts manual. It was also very heavy, which means
shipping was expensive. We shipped several of them out,
then discovered the error.”
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But, because Excel wasn’t controlling their publishing
process, it took an inordinate amount of time to fix.
“We had to pay extra to our publisher to have them rushfix the error. Even then, it still took 30 days to get it fixed.
Every time we shipped it out wrong, we were paying to
have it returned and have the correct one shipped.”

The Solution
Excel knew they had to do something to improve their
parts accuracy, so that ordering errors would be reduced.
“We needed to take back control of changing our parts

The Excel team also liked the additional functionality that

information,” Becker said. “We also wanted something

Documoto offered.

that made searching and finding information easy. When

“It also gives us a central, online location to store all of

we started our research, we looked at everything from

our parts manuals and other documentation. We’ve

the perspective of ‘What would make things easier for

actually found that to be one of the most useful things

our dealers?’”

for our dealers. If a customer comes in with a question

Excel looked at several software solutions, but ultimately

about a model from 10, 15 years ago, our dealers can get

chose Docomoto due to its relational database, cloud

that parts information in seconds, thanks to Documoto’s

library, search capabilities and the ability to update con-

search capabilities and the cloud library feature.”

“We were really impressed with Documoto,” said Becker.

The Roll Out

“From the back end, we can make a change in one place

After they had chosen a solution, Excel knew they had to

in the system, and anywhere that part is found, the infor-

carefully plan the implementation of the system internal-

mation is updated. Instead of taking months, we’re now

ly, as well as the rollout to their dealer network.

able to get changes out to dealers within hours.”

“This was a big transition for us and we had thousands of

“

documents we had to migrate,” Becker said. “We collab-

We wanted something that made
searching and finding information
easy. When we started our research,

orated closely with our Documoto account managers to
make it as smooth as possible. We know our products
in-and-out, but the account managers know how to use
Documoto, so it was imperative that we worked closely
to get the information right.”

we looked at everything from the

Becker said that working with specific account managers

perspective of ‘What would make

during the transition took some of the frustration out of

things easier for our dealers?’”

the large content migration project.
“I can’t say enough about how great our Account Man-
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ager was during the transition. It meant a lot to me to be

angry with you and you’d be mad at us. That won’t be a

able to pick up the phone and talk to someone or send an

problem anymore.’”

email and get a response very quickly.”

This approach and messaging took some time, but Excel

Once Excel’s data had been migrated into Documoto, it

worked hard to show their customers how Documoto

was time to roll out the new system to the dealers. Beck-

had improved their processes.

er knew that to be successful they needed to be smart

“We asked dealers to contact us immediately if they saw

with the execution.

the wrong part information,” said Becker. “We’d go fix

In addition to giving their dealers warning that the new

it, and call them back and have them look to make sure

system was coming, Excel provided training materials,

it had been changed. It helped them see that we were

and trained internal users, so they would be ready to

listening and that we could make changes in a fraction of

answer questions.

the time it had taken before. It also helped show them

Even with warning and training, the dealer network was

that they could trust the information they saw.”

initially wary of the change.

“

“When we first switched, people weren’t thrilled because it was a new system,” Becker said. “No one likes to

They were used to things not being

have to take the time to learn a new system. However,

right and getting the wrong orders.

our response was, ‘The information you saw before

Now, they can trust the information

wasn’t accurate. How often did you order a part that was
wrong? Then you had to ship it back, your customer was

in the system.
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Documoto in Action
Within a few short months of the Documoto rollout, over
75% of Excel’s dealers were using it, and inaccurate parts
orders decreased significantly.
“Having the accuracy and ability to change stuff has been
huge and won so many of our dealers over. They were

Excel Summary of Benefits
Instead of a minimum of 4 months, it now
takes 45 minutes to make updates
9 out of 10 Excel dealers have adopted
the new platform

used to things not being right and getting the wrong orders,” Becker said. “Now, they can trust the information
in the system. We’re not shipping out the wrong parts,
and that’s saving us a lot of time and money.”
Thanks to Docomoto, Excel’s reputation with dealers has
reached new heights, with 90% of their customers using
the platform, and a sharp decline in inaccurate parts
orders.

About Documoto
Documoto is a cloud-based SaaS platform that modernizes
parts catalog authoring and aftermarket sales for equipment
manufacturers. Documoto Cloud Storefront and Cloud Library
ensure fast and accurate online parts ordering for dealers,
service technicians and equipment owners.

accuracy of the parts manuals and documents.” Becker
said. “Our dealers really appreciate Documoto’s capabilities. Hopefully, that makes them compare us to other

Interested in Learning More?

brands and want to sell ours more, because they know

Visit us at Digabit.com or

we’re listening to them, we’re making changes, we’re

call 303-957-2822

committed to having the right information and we make
it easier to look up parts.”
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